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Summary

Catalyst
IT functions are subject not only to the enterprise-wide mandate to "deliver more with less," but also to

IT-specific challenges, including the demonstration of business value delivered by IT and maximizing 

the availability of business-critical services at an optimal cost. The CA Technologies portfolio of IT 

service management (ITSM) solutions is a fully integrated software portfolio, available on-premise or 

hosted by partners, which helps an IT organization realize value from service management initiatives.

Key findings
 The CA Service Management portfolio comprises CA Service Management, which includes its

on-premise or managed-hosted offerings (CA Service Desk Manager and CA IT Asset 

Manager, including CA Service Catalog capabilities), CA Business Service Insight, and 

Xtraction for CA Service Management. 

 CA Service Catalog capabilities are now included as part of the service desk and asset 

management packages, which also include common self-service and mobility capabilities. 

 The CA Service Management portfolio offers a range of capabilities that are well suited to 

meeting the business and operational requirements of organizations of varying maturity, size, 

industries, and verticals. 

 Customers can choose from the deployment options of on-premise, on-premise (managed), 

and hosted (dedicated), with easy future migrations between these deployments should they 

be required. 

 Some features of CA Service Management, such as the advanced analytics and dashboards, 

are made available via integrations with other tools at an additional cost (still sold by CA 

Technologies). 

Recommendations
 The CA Service Management portfolio should be considered by organizations looking for 

technology that can support their ITSM efforts. 

 The portfolio is appropriate for organizations across a wide range of industry sectors. 

 CA Business Service Insight is a capability that can help organizations better manage service 

levels and ultimately help ensure that customers are gaining the desired value from services 

provided. 

 The hosted delivery model for CA Service Management can remove the burden of providing 

and supporting an IT-focused support solution internally. 

Value proposition
Digital technologies are changing the way that people work in profound ways. Social, mobility, and 

advanced analytics are just a few examples of technologies that present organizations with many new

opportunities and challenges. IT service management practices and supporting technologies will be 

important components in helping organizations execute against any digital initiative. In addition, 
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vendors in the ITSM space have recognized that a modern user interface, self-service functionality 

that can reduce service encounter frictions, and capabilities that can extend the value of service 

management beyond just the IT department are of increased importance to organizations. The CA 

Service Management suite of solutions has been developed to support organizations in realizing value

from such objectives.

Building on the functionality of CA Service Management, in late 2014 and early 2015, CA 

Technologies made various user interface enhancements and introduced new capabilities aimed at 

improving the user experience delivered by the solution. CA also simplified the deployment and 

upgrade process associated with the adoption of CA Service Management – two important utilization 

considerations in helping organizations realize a good return on investment. The 14.1 release also 

introduced new self-service and mobility capabilities aimed at further empowering users of the 

solution. The single pane of glass self-service portal offered by CA Service Management collates all 

self-service aspects of the solution into a common location.

To make the process of upgrading as seamless as possible, CA Service Management 14.1 introduced

the Common Installer. Essentially, this process examines the customer environment, determines what

is needed for a successful upgrade, installs all of the components of the solution, and then integrates 

them automatically. This eliminates many of the steps that previously had to be undertaken manually, 

while also making the process less error-prone.

The CA Service Management portfolio has the potential to position IT as a true business enabler 

rather than merely a support center. CA Service Management should be considered by organizations 

looking to introduce technology that can support an ITSM initiative. The strong alignment with ITIL 

also positions the solution as one that can support organizations wishing to embrace industry best 

practices. ITIL alignment remains one of the most frequently requested capabilities for customers of 

any ITSM solution. It is always worth remembering, however, that realizing value from any best 

practice requires that more than just technology be considered.

Solution analysis

Functionality
CA Technologies provides a set of solutions that are competitive in today's ITSM market. The portfolio 

is geared toward meeting the service management needs of large and medium-sized enterprises and,

when coupled with the company's infrastructure management solutions, provides a centralized, 

integrated, and multi-level monitoring and service management capability. A common mobility 

framework is employed across the portfolio, along with a common approach to self-service. This 

approach has been taken by CA to deliver a consistent user experience across the entire portfolio – 

something that is important in optimizing utilization.

CA Service Management 14.1

The CA Service Management solutions portfolio delivers ITSM capabilities that support ITIL initiatives,

with 15 processes being PinkVERIFY-certified. Key products, such as CA Service Desk Manager and 

CA IT Asset Manager, are supported by a common configuration management database (CMDB), 

workflow, service catalog, mobility, and reporting engine, and a shared security model. Other related 

products include CA Business Service Insight and Xtraction for CA Service Management.
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Xtraction for CA Service Management provides a unified view of the ITSM environment. This 

capability delivers real-time management insight and transparency into service demand, cost, use, 

and assets. Xtraction also enables nontechnical users to create and design interactive dashboards 

and reports, and then share them with the broader user community. 

CA IT Asset Manager delivers software asset management (SAM) capabilities. Vendor information, 

license model support, and analytics functionality are all offered by this solution. The tool also 

addresses all aspects of software, hardware, and network resource ownership on-premise and in the 

cloud.

Support for ITIL service design processes

Service catalog management

Service catalog capabilities are aimed at streamlining the delivery of IT services through the 

self-service provisioning of business and IT services via a web store. For many requests, the entire 

request lifecycle can be automated, including the submission, approval, and fulfillment of services. 

These services can include access to applications, the procurement of new hardware (or access to 

hardware as a managed service), automatic provisioning of new software, or virtual and cloud 

resources across multiple IT silos. Service costing capabilities are also offered, which deliver reports 

on cost by service, customer, or consumption, as well as providing automatic "chargeback" and 

"showback" capabilities.

Service level management

CA Business Service Insight provides customers with a service level management solution. It enables 

organizations to track performance against service level obligations and proactively report against 

these requirements. The solution supports service level agreements (SLAs) with outsourced vendors, 

internal organizations, and external customers. When integrated with CA Service Catalog, 

performance and penalty information can be incorporated into the service-request and service-costing

processes. Integration with CA Service Desk Manager extends the latter solution's reporting 

capabilities to balance with other sources of performance data, such as network-monitoring and 

application-monitoring tools, enabling comparison of service desk performance with commitments. 

Support for ITIL service transition processes

Change and configuration management

The CA Service Management solutions help organizations ensure that changes to IT services and 

technology infrastructure are professionally managed, documented, tested, planned, and scheduled.

Delivered as standard functionality, CMDB capabilities provide a functional data repository for the 

management of configuration information. They facilitate the consolidation and reconciliation of 

IT-related data from disparate sources, providing visibility of configuration item (CI) information such 

as resource attributes, relationships, and dependencies.

CA Service Desk Manager is very tightly integrated with the CMDB to enable the seamless transfer of 

information between the two. As well as using the subcomponents of CA Service Desk Manager, the 

CMDB also includes the CMDB Visualizer, a facility that graphically illustrates the relationships 

between CIs and services in the CMDB to enable a better understanding of service impact. 

Furthermore, operational data from infrastructure management systems and tools is correlated 

against a standard service definition, allowing deeper visibility into change-impact and root-cause 

analysis/remediation.
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A change verification and audit control capability verifies that each change to the CMDB is authorized 

by a change order and invokes a corrective policy if the change is not authorized. A browser-based UI 

provides for the proactive creation of policies, and for actions to be taken when unauthorized changes

are detected. This is a competitive differentiator that should reduce incidents and increase analyst 

productivity.

IT asset and client management

CA IT Asset Manager provides a view of all corporate IT assets, from both a usage and a financial 

perspective, across the asset lifecycle, including planning, requisitioning, procurement, and disposal. 

In addition, it helps to optimize an organization's investments in IT and prevent overspending on 

unnecessary hardware and software purchases. Administrators can control and analyze hardware and

software assets from a business perspective using capabilities for financial management, vendor 

management, contract management, software license and asset management, and request 

management.

CA IT Asset Manager can recognize and import software licenses that are in use; use existing 

licenses and those that may be matched with existing demand; and allocate current and projected 

costs and analyze their financial impact. These software asset management capabilities help 

companies mitigate the business and compliance risk associated with software audits by advancing 

their ability to report on usage and maintain compliance. CA recently introduced a new Optimization 

and Simulation module, which simulates changes to license allocations, license models, and 

infrastructure to project and determine optimal structures and forecast costs.

CA Client Automation, besides providing discovery records to CA IT Asset Manager, addresses the 

complexity and volume of system management tasks that can drive up the cost of asset ownership 

and lead to problems with performance, availability, security, and compliance. It enables the proactive,

automated lifecycle management of desktops and servers by allowing customer organizations to 

define policies that govern the delivery of patches and updates. It provides real-time insight into 

assets and automates critical lifecycle management processes such as discovery/inventory, 

deployment, patch management, maintenance, and migration.

Release and deployment management

CA Service Management integrates with CA Technologies' deployment, patch, and release 

management products, including CA Client Automation and CA Software Change Manager.

Support for ITIL service operation processes

CA Service Management delivers against the core ITIL service operation processes of incident 

management, request fulfillment, and problem management.

Service desk and self-service

CA Service Management includes capabilities designed to support organizations' incident and 

problem management efforts. In addition, knowledge, self-service/collaboration, change, 

configuration, and release management functionality is also offered. The common self-service 

capability is positioned as the single point of human contact for the logging, tracking, escalating, and 

management of all IT-related incidents, problems, and service requests. CA Service Desk Manager 

incorporates popular capabilities such as knowledge tools, collaboration, support automation, 

automated request catalog, and CMDB as standard features; they were separately licensed in earlier 

releases of CA Service Desk Manager.
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The self-service interface provides end users with the ability to open tickets, check the status of 

tickets, view assets, ask questions, collaborate with other users, and access frequently asked 

questions (FAQs) and other help functions. Knowledge management capabilities through which 

knowledge documents can be created, verified, and uploaded to an IT knowledge base are integrated 

with the self-service portal to give end users access to knowledge documents. Additional self-service 

capabilities are available, and are described later in this report.

Support for ITIL service strategy processes

IT financial management

CA Service Management's catalog capabilities include financial management, which enables 

businesses to manage service pricing and consumption and provides visibility into service usage in 

financial terms rather than via operational metrics. Service definitions can contain any number of 

pricing plans and standardized cost allocation methodologies, including flat-rate, tiered-rate, and 

usage-based pricing schemes, as well as the ability to define direct and indirect service costs.

An organization modeling tool enables the calculation of charges between multiple organizational 

units, service providers, and consumers, and includes the automatic rollup of charges based on an 

organization's structure. The integration with CA Business Service Insight enables the automatic 

generation of financial penalties due to SLA violations. Adjustments are detailed on each billing 

statement along with usage-based charges.

Service and portfolio management

CA Technologies' CA PPM Project and Portfolio Management solution provides the ability to capture 

all the costs of an application as a service, including assets, labor, non-labor, maintenance, and 

projects. Services can then be managed within a portfolio to communicate, understand, and share 

total costs, and to fund application development based on true business alignment. Services, 

including projects, are fully defined and linked to business requirements via CA PPM and can be fully 

evaluated in terms of overall business need. Integration is provided to CA Service Management.

Additional capabilities/options

Mobility

CA Service Management mobile capabilities are built on a common mobile platform, and therefore 

have a common look and feel that is also shared with CA Project and Portfolio Management solutions.

Although the full web application can be used from mobile devices, it is optimized for desktops, while 

the mobile apps are optimized for iOS and Android devices. Users can manage their tasks/approvals, 

create and review tickets, make requests, manage ticket queues, search knowledge sources, view 

and manage IT assets, and collaborate.

Enterprise social networking and collaboration

Unified Self-Service is an end-user self-service capability designed to resolve business technology 

issues through social media-based collaboration. It is delivered as a standard feature of CA Service 

Management. Users can benefit from shared community knowledge and community-based self-help; 

they can search for keywords or text to find topics and comments posted in various user communities 

and the relevant knowledge sources – such as on-premise SharePoint, Service Desk Knowledge 

Tools, and Google – to find the best matches. These capabilities are also available via the mobile 

application.
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Self-service ad hoc dashboards, reports, and analytics

CA Service Management includes Business Objects with many out-of-the-box reports as part of its 

standard reporting and dashboard capability. For advanced capabilities, Xtraction for CA Service 

Management provides integrated, graphical ad hoc management dashboard capabilities that give 

customers the ability to generate dashboards by using simple drag-and-drop actions, selection lists, 

and point-and-click interactive controls. The results present a unified view of services across CA 

Service Management. Xtraction for CA Service Management delivers real-time management insight 

and transparency into service demand, cost, use, and issues. An iPad application makes this 

accessible to the mobile user.

Go-to-market strategy
The CA Technologies go-to-market strategy involves a combination of both direct and indirect 

channels. The company primarily uses the direct channel and managed service providers to sell to 

large enterprise customers, while mid-market customers are serviced by partners and resellers as 

well as the vendor's direct sales force.

The company's technology offerings and the extensibility of its core ITSM product suite make the 

solutions an attractive choice for large enterprises with complex infrastructures. With its further 

investment in mobility, automation, self-service, and analytics capability, CA Technologies is well 

positioned to maintain its good competitive standing. The company has a large customer base, with a 

strong presence in the Americas and Europe. Overall, Ovum considers the depth and breadth of 

functionality in the CA Service Management portfolio to be well suited to the needs of most 

organizations.

Deployment
The CA Technologies portfolio can be deployed in a modular manner, starting small if desired and 

later extending to cater to a customer's requirements with respect to scalability, functional separation, 

ITSM maturity, security concerns, geography, and future expansion. In addition to on-premise 

deployment, CA Technologies partners offer hosting services whereby the customer owns the 

software license but a partner hosts the software. Fees for hosting are tailored to each customer 

based on the requested architecture and its sizing (which is based on transaction volumes, number of 

users, etc.). Hosting services provided by partners vary and are defined by the partner, with several 

using monthly subscription services based on numbers of users. 

All of the CA Service Management solutions are shipped with access to a full set of start-up, 

installation, and help documentation. Although no formal training is required, the company 

recommends training programs provided by CA Education for clients deploying CA Technologies 

solutions across the enterprise. These programs are geared toward addressing the challenges faced 

during a deployment of management software, adopting best-practice methodologies for this purpose,

and focusing on how to use and administer the solution. Training is either traditional classroom-based,

web-based, or delivered via a self-paced customized training module that addresses client-specific 

needs.

A support and maintenance service is charged at 20% of licensing costs, with support delivered via 

CA Support Online, direct telephone numbers to technical support during regular business hours, and 

a single telephone number (by country) for customer service questions and after-hours access to 
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technical support. Support and maintenance for subscription-based licenses are in most cases 

included in the subscription fee.

Deployment examples

More than 2,300 organizations of various sizes use CA Service Management solutions. Key reference

customers include:

BASF

BASF IT Services supports 60,000 users across the world with CA Service Desk Manager. The 

company handles 55,000 incidents, 12,000 changes, and 15,000 service requests every month.

Elbit Systems

Elbit Systems has deployed CA Service Desk, CA Service Catalog, and CA CMDB, with the service 

desk implemented to handle 35 concurrent analysts.

FEMSA

FEMSA manages more than 80,000 IT, Finance, and HR tickets with CA Service Desk Manager each 

month.

Västra Götaland Regional Council (VGR)

The county of Västra Götaland in Sweden uses CA Service Desk Manager and CA IT Asset 

Management solutions to streamline incident, problem, change, and request management for 50,000 

employees with 45,000 workstations, 1,800 servers, and around 1,000 systems/applications, which 

are now supported centrally. The CMDB stores information on more than 100,000 configuration items.

Data sheet

Key facts about the solution
Table 1: Data sheet: CA Technologies

Product name CA Service Management 
Solutions 

Product classification IT service management

Version number 14.1.02 Release date December 2015

Industries covered All industry verticals Geographies covered Worldwide

Relevant company sizes Medium and large companies Platforms supported CA SM: Microsoft Windows 
Server 2008 and 2012 
(Standard, Data Center and 
Enterprise; x86, 64-bit); SUSE 
Linux Enterprise Server 11 
SP1; Oracle Solaris 10 and 11 
(SPARC 64-bit); IBM AIX 5.3 
and 6.1 and 7.1 (Power; 
64-bit); Red Hat Enterprise 
Linux 5.5 and 6.0 (x86; 64-bit);
and VMware ESX Server 5.0 
and 5.1

Languages supported CA SM: Multi-language – 8+ 
languages supported. Not 
multilingual (multiple 
languages within the same 
install)

Licensing options CA SM: Perpetual or monthly 
subscription via partner

Deployment options On-premise, on-premise Routes to market Direct sales, VAR partners, 
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(managed), hosted resellers, channel, MSPs

URL www.ca.com/itsm Company headquarters New York, US

European headquarters Morges, Switzerland North America headquarters New York, US

Asia-Pacific headquarters New South Wales, Australia   

Source: Ovum

Appendix

Further reading 
The Fundamentals of Enterprise Mobility Management, IT0021-000106 (September 2015)

IT Service Management Fundamentals, IT0022-000353, (May 2015)

Extending ITSM Technology and Practices Beyond IT, IT0022-000191 (October 2014)

Author
Adam Holtby, Research Analyst, Infrastructure Solutions

adam.holtby@ovum.com

Ovum Consulting
We hope that this analysis will help you make informed and imaginative business decisions. If you 

have further requirements, Ovum’s consulting team may be able to help you. For more information 

about Ovum’s consulting capabilities, please contact us directly at consulting@ovum.com.

Copyright notice and disclaimer
The contents of this product are protected by international copyright laws, database rights and other 

intellectual property rights. The owner of these rights is Informa Telecoms and Media Limited, our 

affiliates or other third party licensors. All product and company names and logos contained within or 

appearing on this product are the trademarks, service marks or trading names of their respective 

owners, including Informa Telecoms and Media Limited. This product may not be copied, reproduced, 

distributed or transmitted in any form or by any means without the prior permission of Informa 

Telecoms and Media Limited.

Whilst reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the information and content of this product 

was correct as at the date of first publication, neither Informa Telecoms and Media Limited nor any 

person engaged or employed by Informa Telecoms and Media Limited accepts any liability for any 

errors, omissions or other inaccuracies. Readers should independently verify any facts and figures as 

no liability can be accepted in this regard – readers assume full responsibility and risk accordingly for 

their use of such information and content.

Any views and/or opinions expressed in this product by individual authors or contributors are their 

personal views and/or opinions and do not necessarily reflect the views and/or opinions of Informa 

Telecoms and Media Limited.
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